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Abstract—Code reuse attacks (CRAs) are recent security exploits that allow attackers to execute arbitrary code on a compromised
machine. CRAs, exemplified by return-oriented and jump-oriented programming approaches, reuse fragments of the library code,
thus avoiding the need for explicit injection of attack code on the stack. Since the executed code is reused existing code, CRAs
bypass current hardware and software security measures that prevent execution from data or stack regions of memory. While softwarebased full control flow integrity (CFI) checking can protect against CRAs, it includes significant overhead, involves non-trivial effort
of constructing a control flow graph, relies on proprietary tools and has potential vulnerabilities due to the presence of unintended
branch instructions in architectures such as x86—those branches are not checked by the software CFI. We propose branch regulation
(BR), a lightweight hardware-supported protection mechanism against the CRAs that addresses all limitations of software CFI. BR
enforces simple control flow rules in hardware at the function granularity to disallow arbitrary control flow transfers from one function
into the middle of another function. This prevents common classes of CRAs without the complexity and run-time overhead of full CFI
enforcement. BR incurs a slowdown of about 2% and increases the code footprint by less than 1% on the average for the SPEC 2006
benchmarks.
Index Terms—Security, Microarchitecture, Code Reuse Attacks.
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I NTRODUCTION

S

OFTWARE security exploits have been steadily increasing in frequency and impact. In the past, one
of the most prevalent attack vectors was code injection:
a buffer overflow vulnerability is used to inject attack
code on the stack, while simultaneously overwriting the
function return address or a function pointer to point
to the entry of the injected code [1], [2]. A number of
approaches to protect against such attacks were devised,
including software and hardware approaches [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7]. These efforts have culminated in the recent deployment of hardware memory protection mechanisms
that do not allow a memory page to be both writable
and executable at the same time (the so called W ⊕ X
protection). As a result, classical code injection attacks
no longer represent feasible threats in modern systems.
In response to the mechanisms to prevent code injection attacks, new attacks have been developed that
rely on reusing existing code, without the need for code
injection. An early example of code reuse attacks (CRA)
is the return-into-libc attack [8] which allows a libc
function to be called. While powerful, return-into-libc
attacks do not allow the attacker to perform arbitrary
computation. A recently proposed CRA, called Returnoriented programming (ROP) [9], allows attackers to execute arbitrary code on victim machines by overflowing
the stack with a sequence of return addresses that point
to specific code snippets (called gadgets) in the program
under attack.
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Since the introduction of ROP, several defense mechanisms have been proposed [10], [11], [12]. In response to
these defenses, a new class of attacks that does not rely
on return instructions has been proposed [13], [14], [15].
In these jump-oriented programming (JOP) attacks, the
attacker chains the gadgets by using a sequence of indirect jump instructions, rather than return instructions,
thus bypassing the defense mechanisms designed for
ROP. These attacks represent critical exploit strategies
that can compromise any machine running software
with a buffer overflow vulnerability. Both ROP and
JOP attacks can be mitigated by enforcing full Control
Flow Integrity (CFI) [16]. However, the CFI approach
is a heavy-weight solution that has several important
drawbacks, as we discuss in more detail in Section 2.
In this paper, we propose Branch Regulation (BR)
- a new low-overhead solution for defending against
the ROP and JOP attacks. BR checks the legitimacy of
program control flow in a light-weight fashion, avoiding
both the analysis complexity and the run time overhead
of full CFI. Specifically, instead of constructing and
checking the complete Control Flow Graph (CFG), we
check only if a branch instruction targets an address
within the same function, or targets the starting address
of another function. Thus, arbitrary branches that cross
function boundaries are prevented, severely limiting JOP
and ROP attacks.
We demonstrate that BR makes the great majority of
functions immune to code reuse attacks because they
lack a critical dispatcher gadget (discussed in Section
6.1). We also demonstrate that the remaining functions
by themselves are not sufficient for carrying out a suc-
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cessful attack; even though they contain some functional
gadgets, they lack one or more of the ingredients needed
for the attack. In addition to performance advantages,
the hardware-assisted checks used in BR supports the
checking of unintended branches–branches that occur in
the middle of an instruction in variable-length ISA such
as the x86. Software approaches such as the CFI implementation by Abadi et al [16] cannot perform checks for
such unintended branches.
BR has the following key properties.
• It eliminates all vulnerable code in the examined
libraries if the attacker relies on the execution of
a system call instruction. Even if the attacker does
not rely on a system call, BR reduces the number
of available gadgets to 1% of what is available in
the entire code base, with significant restrictions on
how these remaining gadgets can be used.
• It comes at a performance cost of slightly over 2%
and increases the code size by less than 1% for SPEC
2006 benchmarks.
• It does not require complex binary rewriting or construction of a full control flow graph of a program.
Instead, BR requires only simple binary annotations
that can be readily derived from the symbol tables
in the ELF binaries.
• With simple hardware support, BR also performs checks for unintended branches (in variable
instruction-length architectures, like x86) thus closing the potential security vulnerability of purely
software-based solutions.
Summary of New Material
The idea of Branch Regulation was originally presented
in our paper that appeared in the 2012 International
Symposium on Computer Architecture (ISCA) [17]. The
current submission extends the original ISCA paper in
the following ways:
• In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of BR on a
larger code base, we extended our security analysis
to a much higher number of libraries. While the
analysis presented in ISCA 2012 version of the paper
are limited to only 5 libraries, in this submission
we present the results for 31 additional libraries,
as shown in Table 2. These results show that no
practical CRA attack is possible using the codebase of these 31 libraries with BR mechanism in
place. Analysis across larger number of libraries are
very important for demonstrating BR effectiveness,
because in theory there could exist libraries that
contain large functions with all necessary attack
ingredients inside. This paper shows that this is not
the case for all libraries considered.
• We provide examples of various dispatcher gadget
types and illustrate the gadget discovery algorithm
using these types of gadgets as examples (Section
6.1). Specifically, Table 1 depicts dispatcher gadget
examples and at the end of Section 6.1.2 we explained gadget discovery algorithm using the ex-
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amples from Table 1.
In additon to the performance evaluation of BR, we
now present the statistics about the hit rates to the
Function Bounds Stack (FBS) and correlate it with
the performance results. In Section 8, Figure 11-b
depicts FBS misses as a function of FBS size.

BACKGROUND

AND

R ELATED W ORK

In this section we provide background related to the
evolution of CRAs. We also review related work.
2.1

Buffer Overflow and Code Injection

Stack smashing is a buffer overflow attack on a stackallocated buffer [1], allowing the attacker to overwrite
the return address of the function with the address of the
malicious injected code. Several approaches were developed to defeat stack smashing attacks [3], [4], [5], [18],
[19], [20]. Despite these approaches, buffer overflow vulnerabilities remain prevalent. Hardware solutions have
been proposed to protect against stack smashing [6], [21],
[22], [23], [24]. Data execution prevention (DEP) prevents
code from executing from pages allocated for stack or
data [25], [26]. While software implementations of DEP
are possible, W ⊕ X page protection schemes are now
commonly supported by CPUs.
2.2

Return Oriented Programming

Protection mechanisms such as DEP are now available
in all major operating systems and make it impossible to
perform code injection attacks. Adversaries have reacted
by devising new attacks that bypass DEP by composing
the attack code out of the existing pieces of library code.
For example, return-oriented programming (ROP) [9]
attacks are mounted as follows. The attacker identifies
gadgets, which are sequences of instructions in the victim
program (including any linked in libraries) that end with
a return. Sufficient gadgets can be identified to allow the
composition of arbitrary attack code. The attacker uses
a buffer overflow vulnerability to inject a sequence of
return addresses corresponding to a sequence of gadgets.
When the function returns, it returns to the location
of the first gadget. As that gadget terminates with a
return, the return address is that of the next gadget,
and so on. ROP executes instructions only from the
code segment and therefore is not prevented by DEP. A
Turing-complete set of gadgets has been demonstrated
on a number of architectures and operating systems [27],
[28], [29], [30], [31]. Compilers have been built to ease the
development of ROP attacks, making them accessible to
unsophisticated attackers [32], [33], [34], [35].
Because of the seriousness of ROP attacks, a number of
mitigation techniques have already been proposed. Davi
et al. proposed the use of a reference monitor to detect
the repeated execution of a small number of instruction
sequences followed by a return [10]. Chen et al. monitor
return properties to detect possible ROP attacks [11].
Li et al propose rewriting binaries to eliminate the
use of returns, completely preventing return-oriented
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attacks [12]. Bania proposed a number of compiler and
binary rewriting approaches to protect from ROP [36];
the proposed ideas are preliminary, and most of the
proposed techniques rely on validating the call-return
behavior.
An interesting and effective recent approach was developed by Onarlioglu et al. who rewrite away all unintended control flow paths [37]. They further protect
intended branches through a combination of pointer
encryption and stack cookies. Stack cookies are functionspecific markers pushed on the frame. Additional code
is inserted after every branch to check this cookie. Thus,
a branch to another function is possible, but subsequent
indirect branches would be detected (allowing return-tolibc attacks, but preventing basic ROP and JOP attacks).
However, if gadgets are available in a function to replace
the cookie before leaving, this protection can be defeated.
The approach cannot protect legacy binaries; it also
increases the code footprint by over 25%.
In order to preserve the integrity of return addresses
written to the data stack by return instructions, several
previous efforts targeted separation of return addresses
from the data stack and enforced address matching
for call-return pairs [21], [6], [22], [23], [24]. When deployed, these techniques are able to thwart ROP attacks,
but are not sufficient to protect against other types
of CRAs, particularly the ones described in the next
subsection.
2.3

Jump-Oriented Programming

Recently, a variation of the ROP attack was proposed
that instead uses branch instructions (jumps) to transfer
control between the gadgets. This attacking technique
is called jump-oriented programming (JOP) [13], [14], [15].
JOP requires a critical dispatcher gadget that orchestrates
the sequence in which other gadgets are called. The
authors demonstrated that dispatcher gadget is fairly
common in standard libraries, allowing Turing-complete
functionality to be composed using this approach. Since
no known defenses against ROP prevent JOP attacks,
there is a critical need for techniques that prevent JOP
attacks with low overhead.
2.4

Control Flow Integrity (CFI)

Our work is most related to recent work on using
a reference monitor to track and enforce control flow
integrity [16]. In particular, Abadi et al. observed that
most rootkits and other malware change the control
flow graph (CFG) of the original program [16]. Thus,
CFI attempts to prevent these attacks by ensuring that
any control flow change is consistent with the original program CFG; this is the invariant it attempts to
preserve. If a branch that is not present in the CFG is
encountered, the system stops the process and signals a
CFI violation thwarting the attack. Enforcing full CFI at
the branch level should completely protect from ROP
and JOP attacks; this is a promising approach to address the problem. With aggressive optimization, the CFI

performance overhead is non-negligible, but moderate:
an average of 16% performance penalty for SPEC 2000
benchmarks was reported in [16]. Our own behavioral
model of CFI shows 22% performance loss for a larger
set of benchmarks from SPEC 2006 suite.
Unfortunately, CFI requires expensive static analysis,
profiling, or deep binary analysis to build the CFG. No
practical tool that analyzes a binary to form a complete
CFG (including ”Vulcan”, reported to be used in [16])
is publicly available to the best of our knowledge. Furthermore, the existing software implementation of CFI
also suffers a weakness on x86 and similar ISAs that
feature variable instruction lengths: CFI takes a binary,
identifies jumps and generates a new binary with checks
inserted for jump instructions. However, once this new
binary is loaded for execution, it is nothing but a byte
stream from the hardware’s point of view. Unintended
control flow instructions can occur in the middle of
multi-byte ISA instructions. It would still require the
attacker to somehow divert the control flow to an unintended decoding point, but once it is accomplished,
CFI offers no protection for these unintended branches.
These unintended instructions are not protected because
no inline code can be inserted to check them.
2.5

Other Defense Approaches

A number of other solutions have been proposed to prevent or limit attacks on software vulnerabilities. Memory
bounds checking (MBC) techniques attempt to eliminate buffer overflow vulnerabilities by checking every
memory access against the base and bound of the associated data structure [38], [39], [40]. MBC is a promising solution that addresses the root problem. However,
the hardware costs or performance overhead of MBC
schemes is significant. In addition, MBC affords limited
protection for legacy binaries and externally linked or
loaded components.
Data flow integrity [41] uses static, compile-time analysis to infer the data flow graph of a program and
instrument the program to enforce conformance with
this graph. Using similar analysis, WIT [42] associates instructions with their allowed target objects and enforces
integrity of each write operation.
Dynamic Information Flow Tracking (DIFT) taints the
information coming from insecure sources, and dynamically tracks and propagates the taint through processor
registers and memory locations. The drawback is that
DIFT is a heavy-weight approach that entails a significant redesign of the processor datapath and memory
system if implemented in hardware [43], [44], [45], or incurs a substantial performance overhead if implemented
in software [46], [47]. In addition, DIFT solutions may
suffer from false positives, where the tainted state of the
system rapidly expands in a domino fashion.
A different approach to protection against code injection attacks uses randomization. Address space layout randomization (ASLR) [48] positions the program’s
memory at a random offset in memory. ASLR (and
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other optimized heap allocation models [49], [50] make
it difficult for an attacker to guess the correct address of
the malicious code. However, successful attacks can be
mounted if the addresses are leaked (e.g., format string
attacks allow attackers to peek at the stack [51]), or by
creating many copies of the malicious code to increase
the chance of reaching it (heap/stack spraying) [52].
Related to our work, Champagne and Lee [53] introduce the idea of valid function entries as part of
the Bastion framework for software security within a
virtualized environment. The function entries are setup
at startup time and used to ensure legal control flow
at runtime. Although the approach is similar, we believe
the context and application are quite different. Moreover,
it is interesting that a similar approach is useful for two
different security applications.

3

T HREAT M ODEL

AND

A SSUMPTIONS

We assume that the attacker has full control over data
and stack memory regions. This assumption is consistent
with published CRAs that make use of stack/heap buffer
overflows and/or string formatting bugs to overwrite a
return address, a function pointer or a non-local jump
buffer (that is placed in memory by a call to setjmp[54]).
In addition, we assume that the attacker is able to modify
the program counter as well as other registers upon
the initiation of the attack, as it can be achieved by
overwriting a non-local jump buffer. We also assume
execution prevention for writable memory that forces the
attacker to reuse existing code.
We assume that the vulnerability exploited to initiate
the attack does not lead to a privilege escalation. This
assumption is necessary because any defense mechanism
could be thwarted by an adversary with sufficient privileges. Rather, the attacker’s objective is to use the CRA
to achieve privilege escalation.
We do not consider protection for the setjmp and
longjmp C calls. These calls can be more naturally
supported in the operating system. Specifically, BR will
generate an exception for these instructions which can
be checked and allowed by the OS. Similarly, we did not
consider the possibility of functions with multiple entry
points (a small number of such functions occur in the
standard C library). It is possible with a small amount
of effort to support such functions either by chaining
annotations or handling the lookup for them in the OS
after BR raises the exception.
Instead of focusing on preventing attacks altogether,
our goal is to render any arbitrary code reuse attack that
the attacker manages to initiate useless. With a severely
reduced number of available gadgets, and reduced ability to exploit these gadgets, arbitrary computation can
be avoided. For example, unless the attacker can find
gadgets to execute system calls, the damage from any
attack is limited to the compromised process.

4

B RANCH R EGULATION (BR)

In this paper, we propose and investigate Branch Regulation, a technique that defends against CRAs by enforcing
simple control flow invariants present in function-based
programming languages. BR requires little analysis of
the program code, and can be derived directly from
the binary, allowing it to protect legacy code. Its simplicity allows for practical implementations with small
overheads in storage and execution time. Moreover, by
providing simple hardware support, our scheme protects against attacks that exploit unintended instructions
(those starting in the middle of a legal instructions in
variable-length ISAs such as x86).
Figure 1-a shows a simple JOP attack scenario that
uses one dispatcher gadget, two additional gadgets and
a system call instruction (int 80h in x86) that are
spread across two functions. Suppose that the attacker
has taken full control over writable memory, initialized
some of the registers, diverted the execution to the start
of the dispatcher gadget and the goal of the attack
is to execute a system call. For this example, we can
assume that esi points to the dispatcher gadget, edx
points to the system call instruction and ecx points to
a memory location where addresses of gadgets 1 and 2
are stored contiguously. Furthermore, the parameters for
the system call are assumed to be written in appropriate
memory locations by the attacker.
As the dispatcher gadget is executed, the address of
the next gadget to execute is fetched into eax from the
array indexed by ecx and the control flow is diverted to
that address by the indirect jump instruction. According
to the attacker-initiated values, control flow follows the
numbered arrows on the left of the figure. After the first
hop, gadget 1 sets ebx as the system call parameter from
memory under the attacker’s control. Similarly, after the
third hop, gadget 2 sets eax as the system call ID and
jumps to the system call instruction.
Figure 1-b shows the impact of BR on this attack.
Under BR, the third hop causes an exception since the
destination of the indirect jump initiated in function f1
is in the middle of another function (f2), which is an
illegitimate control flow transfer in our scheme.
4.1

Enforcing BR Rules

BR relies on the observation that legal control flow
changes (for simplicity called branches henceforth) target
an address satisfying one of the following cases: (1) an
address within the same function, as would occur with
loops and conditional statements; (2) the entry point to a
new function, as would occur with a function call; or (3)
a return address generated by a legitimate prior call as
in number (2) above. Thus, BR works by enforcing the
following set of rules on branches (see Figure 2):
RET: A return instruction should point to the address
that is saved by a corresponding call instruction.
Indirect JMP: A branch instruction that uses a computed
target should point to either an entry point of a function,
or a location inside the same function.
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.global f1
.type f1, @function
…
add ebx,[ecx+ffh]
jmp esi
…
21
add ecx,04h
mov eax,[ecx]
jmp eax
…
3

4

gadget 1

dispatcher
gadget

.global f2
.type f2, @function
…
mov eax,[ecx+25h]
jmp edx
…
int 80h
…

gadget 2
system call

.global f1
.type f1, @function
<br-annotation>
…
add ebx,[ecx+ffh]
jmp esi
…
add ecx,04h
mov eax,[ecx]
jmp eax
…
.global f2
.type f2, @function
<br-annotation>
…
mov eax,[ecx+25h]
jmp edx
…
int 80h
…

a) JOP Attack without BR

such as x86. Specifically, these are instructions that start
at a byte in the middle of a multi-byte instructions. We
show that these instructions account for a large number
of the gadgets exploitable by attackers. Software approaches do not typically protect from exploits that use
these instructions; for example, an unintended branch
will not appear in the CFG and will not be checked by
the software CFI implementation developed by Abadi et
al [16]. Attackers may bypass the software enforcement
completely by using gadgets consisting of unintended
instructions. Hardware support that checks every branch
closes this security vulnerability.
Disassembled code snippet from libc

b) JOP Attack with BR

call <_init>

lea edi, [ebx-0xE8]

dec [ebp-0xE745]

CALL: A call instruction should divert execution to the
entry point of a function.
To support the first rule, we propose maintaining
a call stack for the hardware context being executed,
that can only be modified by call and return instructions. This stack, called the Secure Call Stack (SCS),
can be used to match the computed return addresses
against the stored ones. This aspect of BR is similar
to some prior approaches to protect against ROP attacks [23], [6], [22], [53], [21], [24]. In order to check for
the last two rules, we need to determine where a function
begins and ends. To support this capability, we augment
each stack entry with function bounds. Therefore, a
single structure can support all three rules. The entry
at the top of the stack is examined on every BR check.
Indirect
JMP

Restore
Return Address

Check if Target
inside
Function Bounds

Compare Computed
Target with Restored
Address

Inside

Equal

Not Equal

CALL
Check if Function
Entry
Yes
Outside

Store Return
Address

Check if Function
Entry
Yes

No

No

- BR Check Passed
- BR Check Failed

Fig. 2. Branch Regulation Checking Flow
4.2

sub edi, eax

E8 33 FE FF FF 8D BB 18 FF FF FF 8D 83 18 FF FF FF 29 C7

Fig. 1. Impact of BR on CRAs

RET

lea eax, [ebx-0xE8]

Unintended Branches

We pursue hardware support for BR, for performance
and binary compatibility reasons, but more importantly
for security reasons. As we show in this section, an
attacker can find many unintended instructions in the
binary image of an ISA with variable size instructions

dec [ebp-0xE77D]

jmp [ecx]

Gadget with unintended jmp

Fig. 3. Example Gadget with Unintended Branch
To illustrate the concept of unintended branches, a
portion of the disassembly of the __libc_csu_init
function is shown on the top part of Figure 3. If the
decoding starts after skipping the first four bytes, a
different instruction sequence can be decoded as shown
at the bottom of Figure 3, containing an indirect jump
that the programmer did not intend to execute. One
particular property of indirect jump instructions that
makes them easier to discover in an instruction sequence
is that they start with FF —a common byte used in immediate values (e.g. bit-masks and sign bits of negative
values). In the second lea instruction of the intended
code example, the negative immediate value -0xE8 is
encoded as FF FF FF 18 in two’s complement with
little endian byte order. The last one of these FF bytes
is adjacent to the opcode of the sub instruction which
is 29. These two bytes can be decoded as an indirect
jump which might be used by an attacker to jump to the
memory location that ecx points to.
As shown in Figure 4, the unintended branch instructions (and the gadgets constructed using them) far
outnumber the intended branches. For example, 80% of
all gadgets that can be constructed in libc use unintended
instructions. The percentages are even higher for other
libraries that we considered.

5

BR I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS

In this section, we describe the details of the BR implementation. We first discuss how function annotations are
implemented, and then describe the hardware support
for BR.
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b) Gadgets

Fig. 4. Number of Indirect Branches in the Binary and
Gadgets Generated with Indirect Branches
5.1

Function Annotations

Function limits are easily found in symbol tables of
executable formats such as ELF. We propose annotating
these points using a simple binary rewriting scheme
to inform the architecture about the function bound
information. We then check control altering instructions
to verify that they target legitimate destinations per the
BR rules.
.global f1
.type f1, @function
<br-annotation>
…
mov eax,ecx
1
…
jmp edx
…
2
.global f2
3
.type f2, @function
<br-annotation>
…
add ecx,04h
…

1 JMP inside of the function
Function Base < Target < Function Bound

2 JMP to a new function
(Function Bound < Target Address)
Target = <br-annotation>

3 JMP to middle of another function
(Function Bound < Target Address)
Target Address ≠ <br-annotation>

Fig. 5. Branch Regulation Checks
BR annotation starts with a prefetch instruction to
a special address to ensure that the annotated code
retains binary compatibility; this is the same approach
for implementing annotations used by CFI [16]. This
instruction is followed by the size of the function. It
is unlikely to encounter this sequence of bytes inside
regular program code. Even though it is possible for
an attacker to write this annotation sequence inside the
program stack, it is not possible to use this sequence as
an annotation if the system has W ⊕ X protection for the
data segment.
Figure 5 explains the use of BR annotations. Each
function starts with the annotation. In the first two cases
shown, the BR checks pass and the access is allowed.
In the third case, the violation is detected and a BR
exception is raised. The second branch represents a legal
use of indirect jumps since the branch target is an
annotation even though the destination address is out
of function bounds.

5.2

Architectural Support for BR

At runtime, BR checks are performed in hardware at the
execution stage of the pipeline after the target address
of an indirect branch is computed. Figure 6 shows the
architectural layout for BR. To maintain the function
bounds metadata, BR relies on a Secure Call Stack (SCS).
Similar to architected page table mechanism, OS allocates the memory pages for the SCS, and handles the
growth of the stack by providing new pages. These pages
are marked as write protected, to make sure a buffer
overflow can not modify them; however, the hardware
can generate writes to the Secure Call Stack when it
encounters call instructions. The metadata of SCS (base,
size, current index) is part of a process context and is
therefore saved and restored upon a context switch, as
in [24].
The additional hardware includes a new structure,
which we call the Function Bounds Stack (FBS), to serve
as a cache for the legal return addresses and function
bounds that are stored in the SCS. Note that the only
purpose of the FBS is to improve performance. Indeed,
BR architecture can be implemented without hardware
FBS by looking up all bounds information in the SCS —
we analyze the performance impact of FBS in Section 8.
New entries that are pushed onto the FBS cause the
eviction of the oldest entries and a miss to the FBS
occurs only when all FBS entries are popped off the
stack by the return instructions; in this case, we bring
the next function bounds from the top of the SCS stored
in memory.
In addition, BR architecture requires the checking logic
that is used for comparison of target addresses with the
base and bound of the current function. While the base
and bound information of the current function is stored
at the top of FBS, return addresses and function bounds
for previous legitimate call instructions are stored in the
rest of the stack. An FBS entry for a 32 bit architecture
is composed of two 32-bit values, base and bound, and
a 32-bit return address.
Fetch

I-Cache

Decode

Execute

Current
Func.Bounds

BR
Check

Function
Bounds
Stack

Exception
Logic

Commit

D-Cache

Fig. 6. Processor Pipeline with Branch Regulation Hardware
By the time a call instruction gets to the execution
stage, the next instruction has already been fetched. The
first 8 bytes of the next instruction are compared against
the BR annotation in order to decide if this is a function
call. If this check succeeds, then the current function’s
base and bound values are pushed onto the FBS along
with the return address for this call instruction. The
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base and bound values of the newly called function are
updated with the information from the BR annotation.
Since call instructions update the same SCS pointer,
dependency and the order of execution is maintained
in an out-of-order pipeline.
When an indirect jump instruction is executed, its
target address is first compared against the current function bounds. The jump is allowed to take place if the
target address is within the function boundary, as the
first hop shown in Figure 5. A failed check signifies a
jump outside of the function boundary. In this case, an
additional check is required to determine if the jump is
the same as the call instruction check described above.
However, there is no need to store the return address for
a jump instruction.
For return instructions, when the return address is
computed, it is compared against the value at the top of
the FBS; if the check passes, the bounds for the current
function are popped. If the FBS is empty, then a memory
request is generated to access the SCS (to recover older
bounds that were pushed to the SCS when the FBS was
full). The entry that is retrieved from the memory has
the base and bound information of the caller function,
along with the return address. The equality of the two
return addresses are then checked by the BR logic.

6

S ECURITY A NALYSIS

OF

BR

BR uses the Secure Call Stack (SCS) to track function
bounds and call points allowing us to directly match
returns to calls: this technique defeats return based attacks such as return-to-libc and ROP. Thus, our concern
is Jump-oriented Programming (JOP) attacks [13], [14],
[15]. BR limits the attacker from selecting arbitrary gadgets across the entire code base to construct exploit code.
Instead, on a system with BR, the attacker is confined to
stay within a function. As a result, the security analysis
can be applied on a function by function basis. To carry
out a JOP attack, the attacker must find all the necessary
ingredients to launch and construct the attack within
the same function; these ingredients include an exploit to
initiate the attack, a Turing-complete set of gadgets to
construct the attack, and a syscall to attack the system.
There is a legitimate concern that a large function may
still contain all these ingredients, allowing the attacker
to mount a successful CRA.
Since it is very difficult to prove that a set of gadgets
is not Turing-complete, we approach the problem by
identifying the critical ingredients for a JOP attack and
showing that they do not exist within a single function
in the examined code bases. We focus our analysis first
on identifying the critical dispatcher gadget needed for
a JOP attack. We derive the conditions necessary for
a dispatcher gadget. All functions that do not have
these conditions are guaranteed to be safe due to the
absence of a dispatcher; we call the remaining functions
Dispatcher-Gadget Potential (DGP) functions. The presence
of the conditions does not necessarily mean that there
is a dispatcher. Thus, we developed a tool to identify

dispatcher gadgets; the functions that contain dispatchers are called Dispatcher-Gadget Confirmed (DGC) functions. Note that additional DGP functions may contain a
dispatcher since the detection algorithm may miss some
elaborate dispatcher gadgets. We focus further analysis
on DGC functions only.
We analyze DGC functions for the presence of other
ingredients. In general, BR provides security because
it substantially limits the scope of the attack, making
it extremely difficult (impossible for the libraries that
we studied) to find all the ingredients necessary for an
attack. For example, we analyze DGC functions for the
presence of system call instructions without which the
damage from the attack is limited to the compromised
program. We show that none of the DGC functions in
the libraries we analyzed has a system call. Another
important ingredient is the presence of sufficient gadgets
to build interesting attacks. We analyze this property
and show that most DGC functions include only a small
number of gadgets. Moreover, many of the gadgets in
these functions are not usable for reasons such as the
presence of side effects in the gadget that interfere with
the dispatcher or interrupt the control flow, or because
unintended instructions, which account for the majority
of gadgets, are inherently more difficult to use. Another
critical ingredient is the presence of a vulnerability to
initiate the attack in the same function (we did not study
the prevalence of vulnerabilities).
6.1

Dispatcher Gadgets

In ROP and JOP attacks, the attack proceeds as a
sequence of gadgets separated by returns in ROP or
indirect branches in JOP. We may view the stack pointer
as a Gadget-Level Program Counter (GLPC) which is
incremented to point to the address of the next gadget.
In a JOP attack, an indirect jump is used to divert
the control flow according to the GLPC. However, an
indirect jump instruction cannot advance the GLPC to
the next gadget address. Thus, a dispatcher gadget must
have the necessary instructions to both increment the
GLPC and to execute an indirect branch to the new
gadget address. Without a dispatcher gadget, a JOP
attack cannot be mounted [13], [14], [15].
Formally, a dispatcher gadget includes an iterator
that advances the GLPC to point to the address of
the next gadget, then either a loader that loads the
address into a register and a register indirect branch
which jumps to the address held in that register; or a
memory indirect branch which jumps to the address
held in the memory location pointed to the GLPC.
Note that, the necessary operations defined here can be
carried out in many possible ways. For example, a pop
instruction acts both as an iterator and a loader since it
modifies the stack pointer and loads from the stack. A
dispatcher gadget may also include extra data movement
instructions, called conveyors, that set the value of a
register using another register or a memory location.
Extra dereferencing, loading or copying operations are
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not of importance as long as the GLPC is altered in a
predictable way so that the attacker knows where and
how to place the gadget addresses in the memory. Table 1
shows several dispatcher gadget examples. The types
of individual instructions and respective GLPC’s of the
dispatcher gadgets are also listed. Note that there may
be additional intervening instructions that operate on
different registers. We use two different approaches for
evaluating whether a function has a dispatcher gadget,
which are explained in the following two subsections.

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

Dispatcher Gadget
pop r1
jmp r1
add r1, r2
jmp [r1]
lea r1, [r1 + r2]
mov r3, [r1]
jmp r3
sub r1, 4
mov r2, [r1]
mov r3, r2
jmp [r3]
pop r1
mov r3, sp
mov r4, [r3]
mov r5, r4
jmp r5

Instruction Type
loader and iterator
register indirect jump
iterator
memory indirect jump
iterator
loader
register indirect jump
iterator
conveyor
conveyor
memory indirect jump
iterator
conveyor
loader
conveyor
register indirect jump

GLPC
sp
r1

r1

*r1

r3

TABLE 1
Example Dispatcher Gadgets

6.1.1

Identifying Dispatcher-Gadget Potential (DGP)
Functions

For each function, it is safe to assume that a dispatcher
gadget does not exist if at least one of the following
two conditions is true: (i) there are no indirect branches
or no valid instruction preceding an indirect branch: in
this case, there are no viable gadgets; or (ii) there are no
instructions that modify the targets of any of the indirect
branches: in this case, there can be no dispatcher gadget.
As stated previously in the threat model, the attacker
has full control over the register contents and data
memory at the initiation of the attack. However, after
initiating the attack, if none of the registers used by
indirect branches found in the function can be modified
or no memory location can be modified (as per the
second condition above), then the number of executable
gadgets is limited by the initial values. A limited number
of executable gadgets means that for any initial state,
it is known whether it will halt or not and therefore
it is not Turing-complete. Note that the presence of
the above conditions does not necessarily mean that
DGP functions have dispatcher gadgets. Therefore, as a
second approach we attempt to detect actual dispatcher
gadgets inside DGP functions.

6.1.2

Identifying Dispatcher-Gadget Confirmed (DGC)
functions

We adapted the methodology used by prior works to
discover dispatcher gadgets by looking for specific dispatcher patterns. We extend prior algorithms for dispatcher gadget discovery to construct a more flexible
discovery algorithm that searches for more complicated
dispatcher gadgets that have no limits on the number
of instructions or on the number of registers used.
Dispatcher gadgets (d) and (e) shown in Table 1 are
examples of such complicated patterns. Our approach
covers the trampolines introduced in [14], all cases explained in [13] (as well as multi-register schemes) and
control gadgets presented in [15].
The dispatcher discovery algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. It starts by building the gadget trie as described
in [9]. In a gadget trie, indirect jump instructions are
represented as immediate children of a dummy root
node. A child node of an indirect jump represents a
possible decoding of an instruction preceding the parent instruction (an example gadget trie with its root
at the bottom is given in Figure 7). Once the trie is
constructed, the algorithm traverses the nodes starting
with an indirect branch toward its children, trying to
identify possible dispatchers as described in Section 6.1.
For memory indirect branches, the algorithm looks for
an iterator that advances the registers used in addressing
the memory. In case of register indirect branches, an
instruction that loads to the register is needed first. If
found, the algorithm then looks for an iterator for the
source registers of loaders. Loading can occur either directly from memory or through conveying a value from
other registers that are in turn loaded from memory (Algorithm 2). find_setter function returns the closest
instructions on each path from a node to its descendants
that sets a given target register. Iteration is achieved
through arithmetic instructions that use the destination
also as a source operand. Addition/subtraction instructions or lea instructions that explicitly specify the source
register as their destination are considered as potential
iterators. find_iterator function is identical to the
find_loader algorithm, except instead of checking for
a load operation, it checks if the setter is an instruction
that iterates its target (such as add/sub/lea) and calls
itself recursively.
Consider the dispatcher gadget (e) shown in Table 1.
Since the target operand of the indirect jump is a register, find_dispatcher_gadgets algorithm looks for
a loader and an iterator (see the if block in line 4-14
of Algorithm 1). Starting from the jump instruction
and examining the preceding instructions, mov r5, r4
is identified as the instruction that sets the value of
r5 by find_setters algorithm called from line 2 of
Algorithm 2. As this instruction simply conveys the
value from another register (line 6-10 in Algorithm 2),
the algorithm in turn looks for an instruction that sets
the source operand of this instruction, which is r4. Fur-
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ther examining previous instructions, mov r4, [r3] is
identified as a loader instruction that sets r4 using r3
(line 4-6 in Algorithm 2). Once the loader is identified,
an iterator of the source register is searched for in line 11
of Algorithm 1. Here, mov r3, sp is identified as a
conveyor in find_iterators algorithm and finally
pop r1 is identified as an iterator of the sp.
Algorithm 1: find dispatcher gadgets(f unction)
1 D ← {}
// dispatchers
/* for trie building see Galileo in [9]
*/
2 trie ← build gadget trie(f unction)
3 foreach indirect jump: j in trie do
4
if j is a register indirect jump then
5
t ← target register of j
6
foreach loader: l in f ind loaders(j, t) do
7
if l is also an iterator then
// e.g. pop
8
D ← D ∪ {l}
9
else
10
foreach source register: r that l uses do
11
D ← D ∪ f ind iterators(l, r)
12
end
13
end
14
end
15
else if j is a memory indirect jump then
16
foreach source register: r that j uses do
17
D ← D ∪ f ind iterators(j, r)
18
end
19
end
20 end
21 return D

Algorithm 2: find loaders(node, target)
1 L ← {}
2 S ← f ind setters(node, target)
3 foreach setter:s in S do
4
if s loads from memory then
5
L ← L ∪ {s}
6
else if s is a conveyor then
7
foreach source register: r that s uses do
8
L ← L ∪ f ind loaders(n, s)
9
end
10
end
11 end
12 return L

6.2

// loaders
// setters

// mov

Other Attack Considerations

Another ingredient needed for the attack is a system
call: without a system call, the attack’s damage is limited
to the process. For example, a system call is needed to
achieve privilege escalation or to communicate critical
data.
In addition, even if a dispatcher gadget is found in a
function, the attacker also needs a set of functional gadgets to be able to perform general computation. These
operations include arithmetic and logical operations and
control flow instructions. However, a dispatcher gadget
that operates on registers uses some registers as source
operands. If one of these registers is modified by a
functional gadget, it is considered to have a side effect
that disrupts the dispatcher gadget, unless it can be
patched up by another functional gadget. Since each
gadget that is useful for the attack can have multiple
unneeded extra instructions before reaching the indirect
jump, with each having their own side effects, recovering

from side effects is difficult when only a limited number
of gadgets is available to the attacker.
Finally, BR does not allow the attacker to move from
a vulnerability to an arbitrary location in the code. In
other words, the attacker must find a vulnerability in
the same function where the code reuse attack will be
attempted. This additional requirement further degrades
the attacker’s ability to launch an attack.

7

S ECURITY E VALUATION

We implemented a software routine that uses libdisasm
to disassemble code sections of ELF binaries and analyze
them to identify gadgets. As our codebase, we selected
the GNU C Library (GLIBC) which is linked to almost
every program in GNU/Linux systems. Also we evaluated GTK+, GLib, GPG, OpenSSL, httpd, SQLite and
D-Bus. GTK+ is a popular GUI creation toolkit for the
X Window System. GLib is an advanced data structure
library. GPG is a PGP alternative under General Public
Licence and OpenSSL is the de facto standard for Secure
Socket Layer. Both are critical in applications communicating over the Internet. Apache HTTP Server (httpd) is
the most widely deployed HTTP server. SQLite is one
of the most widely used SQL database engines. D-Bus
is an inter-process communication library used in many
popular software projects. We compiled the libraries on
an Intel x86 (32-bit) Ubuntu Linux 3.0.0 machine with
GCC-4.6.1.
Table 2 presents the number of vulnerable functions
and the maximum number of available gadgets remaining in a vulnerable function. The NO BR column represent the baseline case where the entire library is available to the attacker. DGP and DGC columns show the
statistics for the DGP and DGC functions respectively.
Bars labelled DGC-SYS refer to the DGC functions with
system call instructions. The DGC-SEE column under
gadget statistics shows the number of gadgets left after
the gadgets with side effects are eliminated. Almost 95%
of the functions are safe. For the remaining part, we
identified 81 functions with dispatcher gadgets in total.
As shown in DGC-SYS column, no function that has a
dispatcher gadget also has a system call in the libraries
examined for this study.
The above analysis demonstrates that BR completely
protects all the libraries that we examined, because no
DGC functions in these libraries have a syscall instruction. To provide more insight into BR, we continued our
analysis of functions to further illustrate the difficulty of
attacks even if the requirement of executing a system call
is not present. As shown in NO BR vs. DGP statistics for
gadgets in Table 2, the vulnerable codebase is reduced by
93% even when only the provably secure functions (nonDGP) are omitted. It is further reduced by two thirds
when we consider only the DGC functions. We examined
the remaining gadgets in these functions and eliminated
half of them due to their side effects on the program
state (see Section 6.2). Even if the system call requirement
was not considered, the remaining potentially vulnerable
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Package

Library

IB (IIB)

Functions
Gadgets (UII)
NO BR DGP DGC DGC-SYS
NO BR
DGP
DGC GDC-SEE DGC-SYS
7775 595
12
0 24689 (4925) 1430 (458) 1269 (419)
415 (62)
0 (0)
1077
17
0
0
616 (165)
113 (64)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
800
26
1
0
165 (6)
19 (3)
13 (0)
13 (0)
0 (0)
390
18
0
0
922 (237)
366 (112)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
302
27
4
0
1175 (255)
326 (84)
11 (8)
2 (1)
0 (0)
287
13
0
0
168 (25)
42 (17)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
180
9
0
0
67 (0)
13 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
158
6
0
0
60 (0)
10 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
145
4
0
0
39 (0)
9 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
141
8
0
0
81 (0)
10 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
97
1
0
0
33 (0)
5 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
75
3
0
0
59 (0)
12 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
56
3
0
0
13 (0)
5 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
55
4
0
0
51 (0)
29 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
51
3
0
0
35 (4)
7 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
41
5
0
0
147 (3)
69 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
30
5
0
0
38 (0)
10 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
29
4
0
0
16 (0)
6 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
23
1
0
0
13 (0)
4 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
21
1
0
0
6 (0)
4 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
14
1
0
0
4 (0)
4 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
10
2
0
0
27 (0)
11 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
8
1
0
0
4 (0)
4 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
15491 975
38
0 34899 (2829)
796 (207)
132 (3)
115 (3)
0 (0)
1876
78
2
0
2396 (260)
234 (51)
17 (0)
12 (0)
0 (0)
38
3
0
0
91 (17)
78 (17)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
3527 219
6
0
7488 (590)
443 (101)
62 (14)
52 (11)
0 (0)
1135
73
2
0
1578 (150)
117 (35)
31 (0)
13 (0)
0 (0)
7991 240
3
0 11256 (1337) 1385 (345)
76 (0)
57 (0)
0 (0)
1017
58
0
0
1381 (24)
153 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
3017 130
8
0
2607 (226)
152 (39)
152 (39)
88 (17)
0 (0)
1057
24
0
0
413 (36)
102 (33)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
620
15
0
0
264 (23)
39 (13)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
1432 103
4
0
3059 (238)
291 (7)
291 (7)
210 (5)
0 (0)
36
8
1
0
196 (9)
95 (0)
40 (9)
30 (6)
0 (0)
1217
52
0
0
955 (116)
183 (42)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
50219 2735
81
0 95011 (11475) 6576 (1628) 2094 (499) 1007 (105)
0 (0)

libc
5611 (263)
libm
280 (7)
libpthread
201 (2)
libnsl
180 (11)
ld
369 (15)
libresolv
220 (5)
libnss files
72 (0)
librt
103 (0)
libnss nisplus
109 (0)
libnss nis
121 (0)
libthread db
36 (0)
GLIBC 2.14.1
libnss compat
78 (0)
libnss hesiod
25 (0)
libcrypt
47 (0)
libdl
20 (1)
libcidn
44 (1)
libnss dns
52 (0)
libmemusage
34 (0)
libanl
14 (0)
libutil
10 (0)
libpcprofile
1 (0)
libSegFault
17 (0)
libBrokenLocale
1 (0)
libgtk
10996 (254)
GTK+ 3.4.1
libgdk
791 (33)
libgailutil
46 (3)
GLib 2.31.0
libglib
2227 (76)
GPG 1.5.0
libgcrypt
702 (14)
libcrypto
2843 (70)
OpenSSL 1.0.0e
libssl
816 (9)
httpd
1013 (31)
httpd 2.4.2
libapr (1.4.6)
292 (2)
libaprutil (1.4.1)
173 (3)
libsqlite
1323 (29)
SQLite 3.7.11
sqlite
147 (2)
D-Bus 1.4.20
libdbus
511 (16)
Total
29525 (847)
IB
Number of indirect branches
(IIB)
(Number of intended indirect branches)
Functions
NO BR: Number of functions in the whole library
DGP: Number of Dispatcher-Gadget Potential functions
DGC: Number Dispatcher-Gadget Confirmed functions
DGC-SYS: Number of Dispatcher-Gadget Confirmed functions with a system call instruction
Gadgets
(UII): (Number of gadgets that use intended instructions)
NO BR: Total number of gadgets in the whole library
DGP: Maximum number of gadgets in a Dispatcher-Gadget Potential function
DGC: Maximum number of gadgets in a Dispatcher-Gadget Confirmed function
DGC-SEE: Maximum number of gadgets in a Dispatcher-Gadget Confirmed function when side effects are eliminated
DGC-SYS: Maximum number of gadgets in a Dispatcher-Gadget Confirmed function with a system call instruction

TABLE 2
Security Evaluation Results
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machine state used by the attacker. Figure 8-b shows the
cumulative frequency histogram of gadget lengths found
in the function with the maximum number of gadgets for
DGC-SEE, which has 415 gadgets. This histogram shows
that only 30% of these gadgets have a single instruction
before the indirect jump. Therefore, 70% of the gadgets
have at least one intermediate instruction and over 30%
of the gadgets have at least five intermediate instructions.
intended

24689 →

unintended
100%

1500
Frequency

80%

1000
500
0

60%
40%
20%

DG
C
DG
CSE
E
DG
CSY
S

NO

BR

0%
DG
P

Number of Gadgets

4925 →

a) Intended – Unintended
Breakdown

1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Gadget Length (instructions)

b) Gadget Length Histogram
for DGC-SEE

Fig. 8. Gadgets for libc-2.14.1 with Intended and Unintended Branches
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DGC

20%
0%
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Functions

Cumulative Frequency

100%

100%

Cumulative Frequency

Cumulative Frequency

Figure 9 shows the cumulative percentage of gadgets
present, first for all functions in libc, then in DGP, DGC
and DGC-SEE functions. Specifically, the functions are
sorted in order of the number of gadgets available for
exploitation, with the largest number first. The largest
number of gadgets are written (as ”max.”) on each
figure. Only a few functions account for most of the
remaining gadgets; most functions have very few gadgets and cannot be exploited. For example, even though
there are 12 DGC functions, gadgets contained in only
four functions with largest number of gadgets accounts
for 96% of all gadgets and 91% when gadgets with side
effects are eliminated (DGC-SEE).

Cumulative Frequency

code base shown in DGC-SEE column, is only 1.06% of
the entire code base. Moreover, recall that the attacker
must find a vulnerability in the function that it selects
for attack, making it further unlikely that these functions
can be attacked.
An example gadget trie obtained from the analysis
of the d2i_RSA_NET_2.isra.0 function which is part
of the libcrypto binary is depicted in Figure 7. The
trie is constructed using an algorithm similar to the
Galileo Algorithm defined in [9], except the gadgets here
are ending with indirect jump instructions instead of
returns. Each node of the trie represents an instruction,
while a path from one node all the way down to
the root forms a gadget. For example, the dispatcher
gadget found in this function is represented as three
nodes at the bottom of the middle sub-trie, pop ecx;
jg 0x000E0FF3; jmp ecx. The attacker has to ensure
that the conditional branch instruction (jg) is not taken
in order not to change the semantics of the dispatcher
gadget.
In fixed instruction length architectures, given a byte
stream and either a starting or ending point, there is only
one way of decoding an instruction sequence. However,
for architectures with variable instruction length, a given
byte stream and a starting point has only one meaning
as we decode forward, but a byte stream with a given
ending point may have several different meanings as we
decode backwards. These possible different meanings for
the same byte stream and ending point correspond to
the branches in the trie. This characteristic provides the
attacker with more gadgets in variable instruction length
architectures.
In the dispatcher gadget shown in the Figure 7, GLPC
is the stack pointer (esp) and ecx is a temporary register which is overwritten with the next gadget address.
A leave instruction is equivalent to mov esp, ebp;
pop ebp and when a gadget containing the leave
instruction is executed, it overwrites the GLPC, leading
to a problem in the dispatcher gadget unless the damage
is recovered possibly by some other gadgets. The two
leave instructions shown in Figure 7 are therefore
said to have side effects. Since the nodes above these
instructions have side effects, these gadgets are not
usable, and the analysis of the remainder of this subtrie can be stopped. The remaining gadgets consist of
unintended instructions, which tend to be more difficult
to use and often require complementary gadgets to prepare operands and fix side-effects; these complementary
gadgets are difficult to find within the same function.
Similar analysis of other functions reveal that unintentional gadgets are of limited use without complementary
gadgets not present in the same function. Figure 8-a
shows the breakdown of intentional and unintentional
gadgets for libc results. The unintentional gadgets account for almost 70% of all gadgets. Additionally, we observe that the utility of gadgets is inversely proportional
to gadget length. In a gadget that has many instructions,
intermediate instructions are more likely to destroy the

100%

80%

DGP

60%
40%
20%
0%

80%
60%
40%

→max. 1430
100 200 300 400 500 600
Functions

DGC-SEE

→max. 415

20%
0%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Functions

Fig. 9. Gadget Distribution in Functions in libc-2.14.1
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...
...

inc esp

Have side
effect

inc esp
and al, 0x04
leave

jg 0x000E0FBE

add al, 0x00

and al, 0x04
leave

add al, 0xC9

add [eax], al

and al, 0x0D

add al, 0xC9

add [eax], eax

add [eax], al

add al, ch

add bh, al

call ebx

and al, 0x0D

add bh, al

add [eax], al

add al, 0x24

cmc

add [eax], al

add al, 0x24

add al, ch

or eax, 0xE8000000

dec [ecx+0x67E82434]

add al, ch

or eax, 0xE8000000

std

mov gdtr, [edi-0x3]

wait

pop ecx
std

jmp ecx

fcomi st(0), st(5)

wait

Dispatcher

jg 0x000E0FF3

and al, 0xE8

std
jmp eax

jmp ecx

Fig. 7. Gadget Trie of d2i_RSA_NET_2.isra.0 Function
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Control Flow Integrity

Fig. 10. Executable Size Increase
Next, we evaluate the performance impact of BR and
compare it against that of CFI. For BR, the performance
is sensitive to the size of the hardware Function Bounds
Stack (FBS in 6) - the smaller stack will result in more
FBS misses for the return instructions and more memory
accesses. Performance of BR as a function of FBS size is
shown in Figure 11-a and percentage of FBS misses is
depicted in Figure 11-b. These results are shown in the
form of average values across all simulated benchmarks.
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

FBS Miss Rate

Slowdown

For evaluating the performance of BR, we used PTLsim [55] - a cycle-accurate x86 processor simulator. We
simulated a 4-wide issue out-of-order core with 64KB L1
data and instruction caches, 512KB L2 cache and 2 MB L3
cache. Memory latency was assumed to be 100 cycles. We
used 18 C and C++ SPEC CPU2006 [56] benchmarks for
our experiments. We performed assembly-level instrumentation of the binaries for both BR and CFI to insert
the additional instructions needed to perform the checks
for both schemes. Note, that due to the high complexity
of CFI technique, we only performed behavioral simulation of it for comparison purposes, without keeping
track of the actual meta-data or constructing a full CFG.
The benchmarks were compiled using GCC-4.2 compiler
on a x86 machine running Ubuntu with kernel version
2.6.24.
Each benchmark was simulated for 2 billion committed instructions after fast-forwarding for the first 100
million instructions. Since Control Flow Integrity[16]
technique relies on the use of Vulcan binary rewriting
tool [57] which is not publicly available, we simulated
CFI in the following manner. We generated the assembly
files (using -S flag) and instrumented them using a script
that inserts the extra control flow checking instructions
described in [16]. Our goal was to only support behavioral simulation of CFI to measure its performance and
binary overhead compared to BR. The CFI performance
results obtained in this manner are consistent with what
was reported in [16]. For evaluating BR, we similarly
inserted the annotations to the assembly files to model
the increase in the code size and also simulated the
hardware structures to model the performance impact
of BR.
The binary size increase of CFI and BR is compared
in Figure 10. On the average across all benchmarks, CFI
has about 4% increase in the binary size, while BR has
less than 1% increase. While xalancbmk and omnetpp
benchmarks exhibit about 9% overhead, bzip2 and mcf
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Fig. 11. Effect of FBS Size on Performance and FBS Miss
Rate
As expected, when the FBS size increases, the performance impact due to BR overhead become smaller. On
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40%

these simple invariants, we show that BR dramatically
reduces (to 1% of the original number) the ability of the
attacker to find exploitable gadgets needed for the CRA.
In addition, we demonstrated that no CRA (including return and jump-oriented programming attack) is possible
with BR in place for five sample libraries, including the
standard C library and several cryptographic libraries,
when the attacker has to use a system call instruction as
part of the attack.
We demonstrated that the security benefits of BR are
achieved at a very modest cost: about 2% performance
loss, about 1% binary size increase, simple hardware at
the execution stage of the pipeline, and simple binary
annotations based on the information that is readily
available from the symbol tables.

20%

10

the average across all benchmarks, the performance loss
is about 2% for the FBS size of 4 entries and about 1% for
the FBS size of 8 entries and above. The remaining degradation in performance is due to slightly higher number
of misses in the instruction and data cache. For a 2-entry
FBS, 25% of FBS accesses result in a miss and require
the memory or cache access, as shown in Figure 11-b.
Increasing the FBS size to 4 entries reduces the number
of misses to less than 10%. The individual benchmark
results are presented in Figure 12 for a system with a
4-entry FBS as compared to CFI.
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Percentage of Branch Instructions

For a 4-entry FBS, performance overhead of BR is
2.14% on the average and it is less than 7% for all benchmarks. This compares favorably to 22% performance
overhead for CFI on the average across all benchmarks.
Figure 13 shows the percentage of relevant control
flow instructions in the dynamic instruction stream. As
shown, performance overhead strongly correlates with
the number of control instructions. However, sphinx3,
dealII, namd and lbm do not behave similarly since FBS
performs better for these benchmarks. Because of the
high FBS hit rate in these benchmarks, it is less likely
that a memory access for obtaining the function bounds
will be required.

This material is based on research sponsored by Air
Force Research Laboratory under agreement number
FA8750-09-1-0137 and by National Science Foundation
grants CNS-1018496 and CNS-0958501.
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